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asemic definitions

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 18
to Gleb
hi Gleb
Bill Beamer sent me the link to your Asemic 15 exhibit and i wrote a couple of different kinds of
responses as my reply to his email.
i sent it to Tim earlier, and since you might have written the sentence i'm responding to i thought
it would be good to send it to you too.
the definition of asemic writing is becoming less of a dictionary entry and more of an
encyclopedia entry.
it's a very generative idea, and many of us return to it again and again, looking at it from new
angles, reading it through new lenses.

i hope the new year is treating you well.

jim

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:05 PM (12 hours ago)
to Bill
this is an interesting new definition of asemic writing. i haven't seen it before.

"Asemic writing can be defined as a form of calligraphy that uses unreadable characters and
symbols that do not belong to any existing language."

here is one kind of response:
1. a form of calligraphy
--yes, it is indeed fully capable of exploring calligraphic forms



--of course, it cannot be limited to only that area of exploration

2. uses unreadable characters and symbols
--it can use familiar characters and symbols, recontextualized
--it can use marks and spaces
--it can use distressed/damaged/destabilized letters (characters)
--it can use fragments of words, overprintings, and erasures
--and, it can cover a wide spectrum of degrees of un/readability

3. do not belong to any existing language
--again, it can explore this set of possibilities, but it cannot be required to do so

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to defined
very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we must be
able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually asemic, but
because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to refer to a
very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

these days i am leaning heavily towards the second kind of response.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays
asemic writing: recent history and ongoing research

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 18
to Gleb
in the second response i left out the word "be".
it should read:
needs to be defined very narrowly

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets <ardor@list.ru>

Jan 19
to me

Hi Jim,



Thanks for sharing your responses with me! They gave me a lot of food for thought.

Actually, the definition was born more by immediate circumstances than by demands of
narrowness. It’s difficult to explain non-figurative visuality to the audience here in Smolensk, so I
had to point to something familiar to them. Here’s how the reference to calligraphy appeared.
Maybe this is the weakest point of the definition, but in some sense I had no other choice.

The second point is that I decided to give up ‘relative’ asemic writing in favor of ‘true’ asemic
writing taking into consideration that we needed a short and simple text to present the show
(and by the way, thank you especially for mentioning about usage of spaces in asemic writing; I
never thought about that before).

In effect, I ended up with to some extent obscurantist definition, but it worked well in immediate
circumstances. At least I had a feeling that people who visited the opening day grasped the
general concept of asemic writing in such form…

So I’m in doubt. On one hand, I should have been more careful while translating the text into
English, since people outside of Smolensk can read it, but, on the other hand, I saw the real
practical effect, so maybe the definition is not so bad… Maybe excessive narrowness could be
good in some situations?..

And the last but not the least: HTML-version of 15th issue of ‘Slova’ with your & Billy Bob
Beamer’s collaborative works will appear in the Internet in a few days (or maybe even tomorrow
if everything will be ok), so I’ll email you again soon with the links on the fresh issue.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Понедельник, 18 января 2016, 1:55 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

С уважением,
Глеб Коломиец
ardor@list.ru

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 19
to Глеб
Hi Gleb
thank you for this reply.



it seems like you are describing a provisional definition, one that is practical and functional for a
specific time and place, and if that is indeed what you are doing, then i must say that i have
never thought of the definitions in those terms, but it actually makes a whole lot of sense to me
to do so.
i really am leaning towards excessive narrowness of definition in some of my thinking. that kind
of focus can be very useful.
but the fact is, we are all working in a large and complex territory now, which i like quite a lot -- i
like the fact that the notion of asemic writing has in the past 20 years or so gone through several
definitions, and is currently functioning in different places with different practitioners under
several definitions at once. once upon a time not so long ago some of us thought asemic writing
would be, if not a simplification then at least a reduction of the noise and clutter of conflicting
schools and rules. but it has become in itself generative of more and more explanatory, ancillary
texts -- and i am as guilty as anyone of proliferating this tendency.
i think this is a good thing. i hope others will think so too.
looking forward to the next Slova.
all best,
jim

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets <ardor@list.ru>

Jan 20
to me

Hi Jim,

We’ve just released HTML-version of 15th issue of ‘Slova’. Your and Billy Bob Beamer’s works
are here:
http://slova.name/slova-15/dzhim-leftvich-i-billi-bob-bimer-jim-leftwich-billy-bob-beamer.html

Could you please share the link with Billy Bob? I have no his contacts.

The contents are here:
http://slova.name/slova-15/index.html

PDF-version will be released in February.

Thank you for your contribution!

About definitions. I often remember idea of concept as a toolbox, so maybe that is why I lean to
provisional definitions.

You mentioned the evolution of the definition of asemic writing during last 20 years in your last
email – that is very interesting for me. Maybe you can point to a text (maybe yours or other



author’s) connected with this theme? I think I’ll translate it into Russian for the next issue of
‘Slova’. I would be very much grateful for any references!

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Вторник, 19 января 2016, 17:25 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 20
to Глеб
hi Gleb
this is a great issue,
thanks for including me.
Stories & Puzzles was made was by me sending a group of images to Bill and then him sending
all of them back, along with his modified versions.
all of the versions included here are mine.
i know that wasn't intentional, there was no way for you to know, and no one would notice
except me -- and Bill.
it's interesting. i would explain it to Bill as follows:
it seems to me that you are most interested in the pieces that have a direct relationship to
writing, even if that relationship is to visual writing, or visual poetry.
Bill's versions are visually more complex, perhaps more related to visual art than to visual
poetry, and my guess is that is not what you were primarily looking for for this issue of you
magazine.
is that even close to any of your thinking?

i can put something together quickly for you about the evolving definitions of asemic writing.
i will send it very soon.
thanks.

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Jan 21
to me

Hi Jim,

I thought that all works from the book were collaborative, so I just choose the works more
related to textual media. So yes, your explanation is close to truth. Now I see the method of the



book in the works, so I think it would be better to add several works by Billy Bob Beamer on the
page. Could you please take a look and let me know if I chose right?

http://slova.name/slova-15/dzhim-leftvich-i-billi-bob-bimer-jim-leftwich-billy-bob-beamer.html

Thank you very much for amazing collection of texts on the definition of asemic writing - there
are so many insights for me! In order to publish them in ‘Slova’ I must choose only part of them,
but I’ll do my best to keep coherence of the picture.

I think it’s a very good idea to give subjective view on the question, since I can ask the other
participants of the discussion to share their positions and make series of publications. We’ll see
if I manage to do this.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Среда, 20 января 2016, 17:14 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 21
to Глеб
hi Gleb
thanks for adding the works by Bill, that's the perfect solution!

i was hoping you would want to excerpt from the definitions and contexts text. the whole things
is 40 pages, way too much for an issue of Slova. i am sure i will not have any problems with
your selections.

i have been suggesting to people that they compile their own collections of texts about asemic
writing. i think Marco Giovenale is working on gathering writings on the subject for an online
archive. he is like you in not knowing at the moment if he will actually manage to do what he's
planning. i've been in that position a few times myself, with mixed results in retrospect.

thanks, Gleb.

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Jan 23
to me
Hi Jim,



Great! I think the next issue will be online in the end of this year or maybe in Autumn (if we'll
have a lot of submissions and free time), so I have pleny of time to gather and compose the
materials.

Thank you for the reference to Marco! He sent me an email several days ago; now we've
established connection, so I can inquire him about the material on the definitions of asemic
writing.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Четверг, 21 января 2016, 14:16 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 23
to Глеб
hi Gleb
it's hard to do more than one magazine a year. i tried with two different magazines (Juxta and
Xtant). both ofthem imploded becausei was tryingto do more than i could do.

Marco is a great person to know. ask him about the desemanticized writings of the Italian visual
poets in the 60s and 70s. he sent me something the other day dated 1964 using the phrase
"Scrittura asemantica ".

all best,
jim

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Jan 24
to me

Hi Jim,

Well, we started from 4 issues per year, because the journal was oriented mostly towards
literature and was less 'radical' in aesthetic/conceptual sense, so it was easier to gather
material. For now we slowed down to 1 issue per year. I think it's good since we have to make
less compromises and have more time for translations, web-surfing, formatting and general
discussion of the materials. I agree, publication of a journal often takes more than one (or two in
case of 'Slova') person can do, so I think the farther you go this way, the slower you go. But still
sometimes I wish we move little faster (maybe 2 issues per year would be perfect).



Thanks for mentioning about the desimanticized writing, I’ve never hear about that. So it’s
another one discovery for me, I'll ask Marco about this.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Суббота, 23 января 2016, 19:42 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 25
to Глеб
i went from 4 per year, to 2 per year, to 1 per year, to "publishes irregularly". then i quit doing
print altogether for a few years.
now i have a very irregular press, TLPress (tacky little press, specializing in tlps -- tacky little
pamphlets). it has published everything from slips of cardstock paper with one sentence on
them (sort of like the slips of paper in fortune cookies), to full-length books in pdf format. but
mostly it has published hundreds of tlps. it's the perfect vehicle for my publishing interests these
days.
a brief, honest description of the press would be: it publishes whatever i want to publish,
whenever i want to publish it.
i don't offer this as a model, but it is an option. once i got started doing this kind of thing i haven't
ever wanted to stop, so this where i have wound up after 20+ years of small- and micro-press
publishing.
your Mycelium press is a another solution to a similar set of problems.

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Jan 26
to me

Once I spoke with Evgeniy Kharitonov, an editor of 'Another Hemisphere', the Russian
avant-garde magazine, and he said that he moved from 4 issues per year to one too. I suppose,
he's on 'publishes irregularly' stage now... Maybe there is a general dynamic or 'rhythm' of
avant-garde publishing, who knows…

I am wondering, if there is a website of TLPress? I tried to google it but failed.



I think it’s a very good practice to publish the things you want at a time you want. Actually,
‘Mycelium’ is on the same grounds now, I 'reopen' it anytime I need to share a PDF that is not
another issue of 'Slova'.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Понедельник, 25 января 2016, 14:34 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 27
to Глеб
there may well be a rhythm not only to avant-garde publishing, to to small and micro press
publishing in general. the little magazines have a tendency to come and go rather quickly.

this is the closest thing to a TLPress website:
https://archive.org/details/@textimagepoem

here's a 121-page book:
https://ia801505.us.archive.org/13/items/FoundIncoherentsTrash/foundincoherentstrash.pdf

and attached are some "fortune cookie poems" (print & cut)
8 Attachments

Preview attachment uncomfortable.txt
uncomfortable.txt
Preview attachment poetry.txt
poetry.txt
Preview attachment poetry war.txt
poetry war.txt
Preview attachment burroughs marginal 2014.txt
burroughs marginal 2014.txt
Preview attachment Useless history.txt
Useless history.txt
Preview attachment useless thinking.txt
useless thinking.txt
Preview attachment antibusiness Sun Ra.txt
antibusiness Sun Ra.txt
Preview attachment useless written.txt



useless written.txt

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Jan 28
to me

Hi Jim,

Yes, that's true - the little magazines often have short lives, not depending of their foci. It was my
excessive narrowness again. :)

Thanks for the links! If you don't mind, I'll be posting from time to time some of the materials in
communities of 'Slova' in social networks. I think it's important to show them to Russian
audience.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Среда, 27 января 2016, 13:44 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 28
to Глеб
...remember -- i was advocating in favor of an excessive narrowness...

thanks, Gleb. you know you can use whatever you like of mine, when and however you choose.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 28
to Глеб
including this, attached
Attachments area
Preview attachment doubt with essays.pdf
doubt with essays.pdf

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Feb 1
to me
Hi Jim,



Thanks for your permission to publish the materials and for the book you've just sent to me! It
looks great!

I also googled for Juxta and Xtant magazines and found nothing. Are there any issues online?
Or at least some pages? I'd like to take a look at them too. We were gradually reshaping 'Slova'
during the last couple of years to bring more visual/theoretic content on the pages, so any
examples of small magazines of such kind could be helpful.

Best wishes,
Gleb.

Четверг, 28 января 2016, 17:39 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Feb 1
to Глеб
there's some material about xtant here (posted by ross priddle)
http://thomaslowetaylor.blogspot.com/2004_12_01_archive.html
with bits and pieces also scattered through the archives listings

here's a review by geof huth
http://dbqp.blogspot.com/2004/11/extant-visual-poetry.html

here are links to reviews by michael basinski of xtant and anabasis.xtant publications

Asemia
http://theholdfebruary2004.tripod.com/issue76/basinski.html#2

Prose Elements,Taylor
http://theholdjune2004.tripod.com/issue79/basinski.html

As a Boy / Fierens
http://theholdmay2004.tripod.com/issue78/basinski.html

Bumcamps Trolls / Crouse/Leftwich
http://theholdfeb2003.tripod.com/feb2003/basinski.html

Gaze and Vleeskens
http://thehold2002f.tripod.com/september2002/basinski.html

Death Text  5 Leftwich



http://theholdseptember2003.tripod.com/issue71/basinski.html

Beining Leftwich Topel Baratier
http://thehold2002i.tripod.com/dec2002/basinski.html

reviews of Juxta 3
Erickson, Berry
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/treehome/treeweb910/TReeWeb.html

reviews of Juxta 1 (1994)
Bennett, Berry, Basinski, Oberc
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/tree/taproot6a_Zines

juxta/electronic 1995 - 1997
lots of  the same people as in the print magazine
but none of the same content
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/juxta/

there are other things scattered around, but this is what i remember at the moment.

AND
there's a huge amount of material in the archives at ohio state
https://library.osu.edu/find/collections/rarebooks/RBMScollections#avant
mostly in the bennett, leftwich, and taylor collections

but also in the macleod, murphy, altemus, and strangulensis collections

possibly in the cone, perlman and helmes collections too

you can actually get a pretty good idea of what was going on just from reading the guide and
inventory box and folder listings

Глеб Коломиец | Gleb Kolomiets

Feb 1
to me



Oh, great, Jim, thank you again for all those links! They must be very helpful. I'll be looking
through them.

Gleb.

Понедельник, 1 февраля 2016, 16:47 -05:00 от Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Feb 1
to Глеб
the reviews will begin to flesh-out a context, to point in several directions at once.
i think you might enjoy them.
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I invented colors for the vowels! - A black, E white, I red, O blue, U green. - I made rules for the
form and movement of every consonant, and I boasted of inventing, with rhythms from within
me, a kind of poetry that all the senses, sooner or later, would recognize. And I alone would be
its translator. --Rimbaud
The Comandante had aged from remote crossroads of Time crawled into a metal locker and
shut the door whimpering with fears, emerged in a moldy green jockstrap his body painted I-red,
U-green. --Burroughs

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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cf. Burroughs/Gysin, The Third Mind pdf, p. 20
Cut-Ups Self-Explained
"Cut The Text Into Three Columns"
http://nikoskorpio.net/log/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/William-S.-Burroughs-and-Brion-Gysin-Th
e-Third-Mind-complete.pdf
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Chrstphre Campbell

21 hrs

Trashpo

Trashpo is short for trash poetry, a concept that originated with visual poet Jim Leftwich. In
2005, Leftwich dumped a wastebasket onto a scanner, and posted photos of the random poetry
this created. Trashpo is a form of visual poetry, based on random, found arrangements of
letters, words, and images. In its very broadest sense, trashpo is art made from garbage.

The trashpo community has its own words to describe the types of work this concept has
spawned, and they are as unique as the artists who create them. For example:

Cerealism is trashpo made from cereal boxes.
Listpo is list poetry made using found lists, like shopping lists.
Scannerbed composition is a method of creating trashpo by dumping trash on a scanner and
scanning it.

Like
Comment
Seen by 38
15Donna Kuhn, De Villo Sloan and 13 others

Comments

De Villo Sloan Excellent!
Like · Reply · 1 · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich the Baby Nous Cult would have loved trashpo.



Like · Reply · 1 · 9 hrs
Mark Bloch This is the most coherent, believable explanation I have heard yet. If you go for that
sort of thing as I do. So thanks CC!!! Somewhere I have some 1970s pencil sharpener shavings
that were dumped on a coin operated xerox machine. I will dig those out! The xeroxes not the
shavings.
Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs
Jim Leftwich i didn't actually dump a wastebasket onto a scanner, but i suppose it's close
enough to the spirit of what i was doing. we were getting ready to move. i was cleaning up.
every now and then a piece of trash or two would get my attention and i would scan them. some
time during the process i decided to call the scans trashpo. then, about 7 years later, i found out
that trashpo was a thing and i had started it. it's all good to know.
Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs
De Villo Sloan Also that scans of the Leftwich Trashpo were posted on Fluxlist Europe in 2007,
which is where people were actually exposed to it. I agree this Chrstphre Campbell account is
basically accurate. However, Diane Keys is not even mentioned. How can that be?
Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs
De Villo Sloan The Schwitterspo folks like Cleo Allan are pretty emphatic the roots are with Kurt
Schwitters and don't accept the vispo aspect. Personally,. I think what makes Trashpo unique is
that it is vispo.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 6 hrs
Jim Leftwich Schwitterspo originated with The Incoherents, in Paris, in 1882. The Ancestors of
Trashpo are hidden in plain sight throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.
Like · Reply · 2 · 6 hrs
De Villo Sloan The theoretical foundations of Trashpo are so thin you can hear cracking sounds
whenever you get near something like this. I always think Mark Bloch is missing the point
insisting on a linear narrative for Trashpo. We have had more productive discussions framing
Trashpo in the context of Post-Neo or the idea of a consciously fake "movement." IMHO.
Like · Reply · 2 · 6 hrs
Jim Leftwich i recently made a trashpo stamp. in theory it works sort of like a "portrait of Iris
Clert" stamp might work.
Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs
Picasso Gaglione that JIM LEFTWICH is so cool....love his art...
Like · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs
Mark Bloch Framing Trashpo in the context of Post-Neo, whatever that might be, or the idea of a
consciously fake "movement" does not require productive discussions. You just make shit up.
And I have no problem with that! Nor do I require something linear or narrative or both. I am
used to sorting out art made from garbage.
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs
De Villo Sloan OK Mark, you have written far more and better on Neoism than I have. You were
certainly involved more than I was. If you don't see any value in viewing Trashpo as a later
manifestation of Neoism, then I won't press it. I gather from other comments you don't see much
value in Neoism. I think it's underrated and overlooked.
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs



Mark Bloch NO I LOVE NEOISM
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs
Lynn Britton Radford !!!
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Lynn Britton Radford LoL!
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Write a reply...

De Villo Sloan As for "just the facts" where there is a value in this thread, IMHO, is Jim Leftwich
offering some other historical roots. Closer to the present, we know Lanny Quarles did some
books circ 2003 called "Trashpo" and he probably deserves more than a nod.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Mark Bloch I love when you guys talk about the various back stories etc.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Lynn Britton Radford This WHOLE thread ROCKS! You guys are awesome.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
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eggs, al - hnoll [] miles (-es/-as) to the top, the crown of the head hnoppian [] wv/t2 to pull hnor?
[] Do you want? (-es/-u) sneeze [hnéosan] hnippan? [] Wv/i1a to bow down before hnossian []
wv/t2 strike hnipian [] wv/i2 bow down before; head, a butterfly, look depressed [Time Junk, jim
leftwich, 2009]
https://ia802303.us.archive.org/22/items/2009TIMEJUNK/2009%20TIME%20JUNK.pdf
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